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Editor's Note
EDITOR
Tamara Drazic

Putting together this erratic, emotionally
charged, and brave collection of art by people
from all over the world was an incredibly
fulﬁlling, yet incredibly di ﬁcult task. As this is
the ﬁrst issue, I knew that the pieces I chose
would dictate the trajectory of the magazine's
future. I wanted a collection that had
something for everybody – the visual artists,
poets, photographers, essayists, and short
story writers. I wanted a collection with the
ability to make the reader empathise, laugh,
think, and then squirm and look away a couple
of pages later.

The ﬁrst issue of Spinebind Magazine will
always be special to me, and hopefully to the
contributors as well. I have truly enjoyed every
single moment spent putting the collection
together, and I feel honoured to play a part in
promoting these artworks, both written and
visual.
Yours sincerely,
Tamara Drazic

Spinebind has been an idea in the works for
years, and I am both excited and nervous to
ﬁnally share it with you. Aside from promoting
up-and-coming artists and writers, this
magazine’s goal is to forge relationships
between the contributors, and to form a young
creative arts community. These relationships
could spark collaborations such as illustrated
books, cover designs, graphic novels,
photography books, and anything that the
creative minds could imagine. A ter reading
through all of the submissions, I am certain
that there are no limits to these minds.

HOW TO REACH US
EMAIL
spinebindeditor@gmail.com
or
tamara.j.drazic@gmail.com
WEBSITE
www.spinebind.com
© 2016 by Spinebind Magazine, Inc. All Rights
Reserved
Printed in Australia.
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Interview at a Stripclub
By Nicola Nixon

My father says I’m going to end up a prostitute.
I tell him I’ll just be a receptionist.
My sister says I’ll be doing it in a corset and thong.
My mother makes me take someone with me, so I take my boyfriend.
While we’re waiting outside the club for my interview time, he
laughs at how often I press the button on my phone to check the time
—twice the screen hasn’t even gone black yet when I press the button
again. I try not to throw up on him as I watch the time creep slowly
closer to 7. At 6:55pm I tell him I should probably go in and walk
towards the club.
There are photographs of naked women arching their backs on
the wall next to the stair case as I walk down it, and I almost trip down
the stairs in the dim red lighting that floats through the airconditioned air.
There’s a girl at the bottom of the staircase next to the door—
her eyelashes brush against her eyelids like feathers and her red lips
are split wide over her white teeth. The v of her dress reaches her
belly button.
“Darling, what can I do for you?” She licks her teeth.
“I’m here for an interview with Amy.”
She looks back over her shoulder, opens the door, and says
something to the red interior.
She turns back to me. “Darling, what’d you say your name was?”
“Umm, I’m Nicola. I’m here for an interview. With Amy. At
seven.” She smiles at me. “I’m Nicola.”
“Alright, sweetheart.” She turns back to the interior and says
something again. She nods and then opens the door for me, before
walking up the stairs to the entrance. Inside, there’s a group of women
picking at their fingernails and reapplying their lipstick, all of them
wearing floor length black dresses with deep vs and splits along the
leg. Their toes spill out of the plastic shoes they stand in.
There’s a woman to the side, carrying clipboards. She’s wearing
tight, flared pants and a vest. Even in her heels she’s only about an
inch taller than the bar. I start to walk towards her when one of the
women marches past me. Her dress billows out behind her around
the split up her leg. The woman with the clipboards calls out to her:
“Anastasia, what shifts can you do this week?”
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The woman shouts something in reply, and the other woman nods.
She turns and walks away, and I’m left surrounded by the crowd of
bored, beautiful women. None of them look at me, and I try not to
throw up. I stand there for a few minutes and I try to work up the
courage to talk to one of them, when the lady with the clipboards
comes back and sticks her hand out at me. It has long fingernails
painted the same colour as her lipstick. I shake it.
“So, you’re Nicola? I’m Amy, lovely to meet you.” She hands me
one of her clipboards and a pen, and then walks away again through a
door behind the stage. The women in dresses follow her, and I try to
look like I know what I’m doing now that I’m not hidden by them. I
walk over to the bar’s counter and try to read what’s on the clipboard
in the dusky lighting.
I’m so nervous when I start to fill it out that I spell my name
wrong twice and am convinced they’ll fire me because of the
scribbles I’ve left over the paper. I worry that my writing is too shaky
to be read. Amy comes back and takes me to where the receptionist is
to copy my driver’s license. I hope they don’t use the photo as an
indication of my attractiveness when they’re discussing who to hire.
She looks at the copy that comes back, and then hands me my driver’s
license.
She leads me to a booth and sits down next to me, placing the
clipboard in front of her. “So, Nicola, tell me about yourself.”
I don’t do well with interviews—in high school I had an
interview with a panel for an award I was nominated for. There was a
board member, the principal, the two deans and the school’s reverend.
They were all lovely, and I ended up crying through the entire thing.
When I get stressed I zone out, and can’t really focus. I particularly
forget to listen to people speaking. So, as Amy’s saying things, I don’t
really hear her—the only thing I can focus on is her pen tapping
against the clipboard in front of her. I know she’s explaining things—I
hear something about money—but I don’t hear much of it and none
of it makes sense. She asks me some questions, and I stutter some
words out, and she must take pity on me because she smiles and
stops.
“Alright, well, honey, Tony’s just finishing up an interview with
another girl, so it shouldn’t be more than five to ten minutes. You
alright to just wait here in the meantime?”
I nod and remember to smile. Not with too many teeth, though.
“Oh, honey, can I get you a drink? Would you like a lemonade
or a coke?”
“Oh, no. No thank you.” I smile again.

....................................................................................................................................................................................................
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I am thirsty and I have a water bottle in my bag but I’m worried if I
drink from it I’ll be arrested. Or they’ll think I have bad etiquette and
won’t want to hire me. Or they’ll think I’m rude.
She walks away and I notice there is a girl shrugging out of her
dress on the stage, swinging between the two silver poles. Her
reflection looms in the metal—distorted. Writing curls along her ribs,
and a bright tiger crawls up her thigh. She’s wearing red lipstick. She
keeps her glasses on. I try to look anywhere but at her, but the seating
is arranged around her like stands in a circus,. I worry that it’s obvious
that I don’t want to look at her and that they’ll take it as a sign that I’m
not mature enough to work here. I want to catch the eye of one of the
workers and tell them that I can handle working here, but none of
them pay me any attention. They glide past on heels as high as my
forearm and crowd around the only customer in the club, who seems
overwhelmed by all the red-lipped, beautiful women giggling and
smiling at him. The girl is still dancing on the stage, and I accidentally
make eye contact with her. She winks at me, and my blush sets my
face on fire. I hide in the cards on the footstool in front of me. They
have prices for lap dances. $100 for twenty minutes, or $2000 for two
hours.
There’s a caricature of a girl on the side of the card in a devil’s
costume, and she’s leaning against her pitchfork with her back
arched. The girl on stage finishes and clips her underwear back on.
I avoided telling my parents that I had an interview for as long as
possible. Every time I thought about what their faces would look like
when I told them, I threw up.
When I do eventually tell them about the interview, it’s the
night before the interview, and almost everyone’s gone to sleep. My
mother walks past my bedroom as she’s turning off the lights in the
house, and I sort of shout at her as she goes past that I have an
interview the next day. At seven.
“Where?”
“At seven. At night.”
“Yeah, but where?”
“It’s at seven.”
“Where, Nicola?”
“It’s, umm, it’s at a strip club.”
“A strip club.” She taps her fingers against the frame of the
door. “What one?”
I blush when I say the name. The letters in it make me feel dirty.
But I rush to tell her it’s not as a stripper.
....................................................................................................................................................................................................
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It’s just for a receptionist. I don’t want her to be ashamed of me—I’ll
still be keeping my clothes on.
That’s how I rationalise it to myself. There’s nothing wrong
with it, nothing for my family to be ashamed of—I’m not taking my
clothes off for tips. They shouldn’t be disappointed in me for applying
for the job—I shouldn’t be disappointed in me. I try not to think too
much about how ashamed I am of female sexuality and women in the
sex industry. I try not to think about how ashamed I am by my
mother’s face as she looks at me.
I’m most afraid of my father’s reaction—even just the idea of an
interview—because I know it’ll taint me somehow. I’m afraid of his
disappointment at the thought of his daughter in a strip club—I’m
terrified of how he’ll look at me. I have difficulty meeting his eyes
when I come home after spending the night at my boyfriend’s, what
will I do when I come home after a shift at a strip club? I feel like
there’s something wrong with me for even applying.
The day of the interview my mother comes into my room and
tells me that my father is really broken up about this—that he feels
like he’s failed as a father because I have an interview at a strip club.
He barely looks at me all day. I tell a friend at my current job that I
have an interview at a strip club, because we haven’t been getting
many hours lately, but I phrase it like a joke because I don’t want her
to think worse of me and we both laugh at how ridiculous it is.
Another friend overhears and talks about how she applied to be
a stripper a few years ago. She says she’d do topless waitressing or
stripping if she could—but she’s too old now at twenty-six—because
it’s just getting your tits out for thousands of dollars. My other friend
looks at me out of the corner of her eye and her mouth pinches up.
It took me three days to work up the courage to apply for the
job, and immediately after I did I threw up four times from panic
attacks.
The advertisement didn’t really say much—just that the club
was looking for a fun and friendly person to work as receptionist at
their strip club and experience wasn’t necessary. I had to ask a
receptionist what a receptionist at a strip would actually do, and he
told me that it’s mostly taking cover charges and stamping wrists, and
I think that’s something I could do because I’m 19 and a uni student
and desperate for money.
I try not to focus on the fact that I’ve never been to a strip club
before and that I avert my eyes when I walk past one because I’m
afraid of making eye contact with the girl or bouncer at the door. I
don’t want them to think I actually want to go in. I don’t want the
people I’m with to think I want to go in.
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Later my friend says he’ll come visit me when I start working there.
Amy comes back to collect me for the interview with the club
owner, and she introduces him as Tony. He’s old, at least eighty, and
he’s wearing a suit with a waistcoat and cravat. His fingers remind me
of spider legs wrapped around the clipboard with my details on them.
I stand up from my seat and try not to grimace when I shake his hand.
Amy says, “I’ll leave you two to it,” and walks away to the
customer. I can hear her bullying him into a drink. Tony asks me to
follow him and we walk to a side room I hadn’t noticed in the panels
of the walls.
There are leather couches along three walls, with mirrors
filling the rest of the wall above them. There’s a pole in the middle.
The light in here is fluorescent blue. He sits down and stretches his
legs out, and indicates that I sit down as well.
He turns to me and says, “So, tell me all about Nicola.” I forget
everything about myself. All I can think about is that he’s saying my
name wrong.
“Umm, well, my name’s Nicola Nixon, and I’m nineteen.” I smile
at him. I catch a glimpse of my reflection in the mirror and my face
seems squashed and distorted.
He looks at me with his eyebrows raised and he waits for a few
minutes before he coughs and looks down at the clipboard. “You’re
applying to be one of the bar staff? Did you see the skimpy little outfits
they wear?”
“Oh, really? I thought I was applying for receptionist.”
He looks back down at the clipboard and squints. “Sorry, my
mistake. Well, we have quite a few applicants at the moment, but we’ll
definitely get in touch with you.”
“It’s been a pleasure. Lovely to meet you.”
He walks out of the room and towards the door of the club,
which he holds open for me. “We’ll definitely be in touch.”
I leave and walk back up the stairs.
A man across the street wolf whistles as I exit the club and I
duck my head down into my shoulders and walk to the where Jack
said he’d be waiting.
I ring my mother while we’re walking back to the train station.
She asks me how it went, and I tell her that I was rejected.
“Well, y’know what honey, they were probably looking for a size
six or eight girl with big tits.”
“I mean, there were other girls there bigger than me, so.”
“Of course, but you know what I mean.”
....................................................................................................................................................................................................
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A Very Smart Man
By Jack Delaney

David Foster Wallace
killed himself
to be blunt so what
chance should we have
if his last tangible grip
in
the world was filled
with coiled starched
pubic hairy
rope callow but
precocious
ligature comprised of
several
different 100% cotton
items
he didn’t like to make a
fuss but the beam was heavy
wood
that he brushed exactly
twice
when mounting the
apparatus
of which wood’s weight
must have felt immense
with the added
approach of terminus
minutes like seconds
petering away
smooshed by what was
doubtless
a final poignancy
two Rottweilers
(his pooches)
in from the weather
to solicit pets
(neck-scruffs)
understanding something

was
impending master
high upon the chair
taller than usual bending
to rub bellies
and talk goofy
one wrist hanging between
the hairy hoop
holding his slouch
free hand full
of wet desperate fur
lapping tongues
one paw on foot
which weight squeezed maybe
two tears
the rest fell
inside a contortionists clear box
and then for sake of modesty
for sake of efficacy
united self with rope
stepped off into the instant cut
or red milky vapour
swung to-and-fro
or grasped the welding point
concerned by indentation that
would
remain fallow
or perhaps raise mature fields
we can’t be certain
and he can’t even explain
or begin to comprehend
the axiom because
David Foster Wallace killed
himself
and that’s that.
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Vitamin D
Artwork by Wendy Brown

Using my own
photographs of people,
local environment and
happenings, I have
created assemblages of
the everyday.
My natural curiosity of
observing other people’s
behaviour, dress codes
and society conditioning
captures my imagination
to challenge perceptions
of reality."

- Wendy Brown, Artist

....................................................................................................................................................................................................
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Coloured Lens
By Crystal Kelly

If pain were shown in
colours
everyone would have
a different shade.
Colours we couldn’t
pick
Colours we couldn’t
name
We’d see
impossible colours of blue,
yellow and pink
Saturated pressure on an
overlay of grief
A face of colours would show
you no more
than what you already
think you see.
People faking
colourblind
who couldn’t
understand
or chose not to.
My hue doesn’t match
My colour pallet is off
But so is everyone
else’s

....................................................................................................................................................................................................
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PASSIVE OBSERVERS
By Joshua Michael Maher

and we could see the smoke rising, black smog

Cabin fever, he was saying. And bad this time;

covering the north of the city like a blanket, on

quoting French philosophers and, I remember,

a hot January night, the night Bowie died, both

pronouncing the names wrong. I told him, I’ll be

of us with black eyes, on a train bound for

right there. I didn’t shower and left my house.

home, and we see it all the next day in the
newspaper. [1]

There was a lightning bolt painted blood red on an
abandoned building. I didn’t check social media; it

It was after midday, judging by the sun. Jimmy

was confusing, seeing David Bowie everywhere.

called and said he’s losing it. Fucking losing it,

Walking, his face was everywhere; newsstands and

he reiterated. Something about everything being

cafes and corner stores. Sydney Road was a moving

a copy of a copy of a copy.

tribute.

"Look Out" by
Photographer Jaymie Lee
....................................................................................................................................................................................................
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His music leaked from apartments and

opened the page he had marked and I

terraces and people who never bought a

looked at the red pen marks that were

record were crying from balconies and

covering the page.

dancing to songs they didn’t know the

When I heard the shower stop I called,

words to and clogging the feeds and

“Are you alright?”

message boards. I closed my eyes and

Jimmy, wearing a towel asked, “What?”

listened. I looked up, everything went all

“The um,” I paused, “funeral homes

Halloween orange. It was a sign of how

circled?” I said.

the day would turn out.[2]

He gathered his clothes and stood in the
doorway and said, that’s why he’s losing

Jimmy’s door was unlocked. He had

it.

nothing worth anything, he would justify.

I didn’t say anything for a while and

Inside the shower was running and I

looked out the window where a cat was

could hear the pipes rattle in the walls. I

sleeping on the bonnet of a car, soaking

walked through the corridor. His room

the sun, when Jimmy said, “I don’t

was mess. A familiar mess: the unmade

know anything about funerals.”

bed resting on milk crates, the ripped

I told him, I don’t either. He put a red t-

picture of Tony Abbott with a moustache

shirt on and it muffled his voice and he

and dick on his head someone had drawn

was saying he just needed someone to

and pinned above the window, books in a

help him with it, a great-uncle, a great-

stack, red wine stained carpet, dirty cups

grandma, a great someone had died. I

and plates, the constant smell of weed and

said, “That sounds terrible.”

incense mixing in the air.

He said, “Yeah, but most terrible things
are better with someone.”

On Jimmy’s bed were the yellow pages. I

....................................................................................................................................................................................................
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I agreed, but said I was hungry. [3]

block straight through the passenger
side window. He unlocked the back

It was starting to cool down. It was late

door. The boy didn’t move.

afternoon. We turned off Sydney Road

Then, I just felt it, like a wave of force

avoiding the seedier end – the kebab stands,

to my face. I got up, dusted myself off,

pawnbrokers, wedding shops – walking

and saw a large, bald man jumping

through a laneway. It was painted bright

around. Frantic, screaming: I was gone

colours with light dripping down, like

for five seconds! Why would you do

walking through an open gallery. I was

this?

taking long blinks and the rays seeped in,

It was then, standing dazed and

the colours ran like a pinwheel. At the end

confused, I realised this guy was a little

of the lane was a car. A ford falcon was

slow.

parked and a palm was flat against the

A broken record, “You smashed it!

window.

Why? Why did you smash it?”

“Hey.” Jimmy shrugged. “At least

He got louder, slapping his own bald

someone’s getting some.”

head. He kicked at me. I sleeked away.

We walked over to closer look. It was a

While he was banging his hands on his

child, maybe nine, ten years old, a little boy.

own car, Jimmy pulled my shoulder. We

“What do we do?” I asked and Jimmy

ran out of the lane. He didn’t bother

shrugged again, “How would I know?” And

chasing us. [4]

we stared at each other and then back at the
car and the child. Jimmy lit a cigarette. He
crouched down. I thought he was putting

On the 19, tired of walking, we
eavesdropped on two old ladies. They
talked about being old, sharing

the cigarette out. It was instinct, as if Jimmy
didn’t think when he threw that concrete

prescriptions, and refusing help: for no
reason, really, just refusing. It was
transfixing.

....................................................................................................................................................................................................
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I said to Jimmy, “Will we be like that?”

And he says, “We’ll need all the help we

We walked down Russell Street.

can get.” [5]

I wondered why people were looking at

He kept staring out the window. I rested

me strange; Jimmy told me I had a black

my eyes. I looked up and -

eye. I told him he did, too. He laughed.

Smash cut: three inspectors marching

The sun was setting. I was still hungry.

down the centre.

We ate, finally, at a cafe on Spring

Jimmy was tugging my shirt, whispering,

Street. Spinach and ricotta rolls, large

“I didn’t tap on, did you?”

soy cappuccinos.

I raised my eyebrows, “Never.”

“It’s what’s wrong with us,” Jimmy was

He was freaking out. I was saying things

saying, pastry falling out of his mouth.

like, don’t stress, play cool, game face.

“We’re passive observers,” he munched,

They were close when Jimmy decided not

“We would rather watch, read, and hear

to listen. He jumped over me and ran for

things than do them.” Pause.

the door. The inspector put his foot out

“It’s not just us, it’s our whole

and Jimmy hit the ground and his face hit

generation.” Food fell from his mouth to

a seat. He dragged himself up and hit the

the floor. “We never actually do

emergency open, at traffic lights, corner

anything,” he kept saying, “We just blog

Elizabeth and Victoria, running east. I

or post or tweet about our days,

casually walked off. They never checked

pretending we did. That, or read trash

the old ladies. [6]

somewhere else.”
I sipped my coffee and braced myself
for a rant when a waiter walked over. He

When I caught up to Jimmy he was
shaking. He tried to light a cigarette but

put down a bill.

couldn’t stop, he threw the cigarette away,

Jimmy said he would pay for it. I looked

the lighter too. He breathed deeply.

at the bill upside down. There was a two

....................................................................................................................................................................................................
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and a one.

clouds and I swear another commuter

I asked Jimmy, “How?” and then reminded

began to cry at this sight.

him that he’s on the dole and he smirked

The train chugged along and looking

and waved a card in the air and the waiter

north it rose like a mushroom cloud,

came back. The waiter was French. He left

and we could see the smoke rising,

a receipt for Jimmy to sign. In red pen

black smog covering the north of the

Jimmy drew a throbbing, massive penis, the

city like a blanket,

size of the bill. We tucked in our chairs and
left. We tipped two dollars. [7]

..........................................................
[1] From The Herald Sun, Tuesday

Jimmy did it first. Over the turnstiles at

January 12, 2016, page 5.

Parliament in one smooth jump. I crawled
under. We ran down almost vertical stairs
and business people, late finishers, moved
out of our way. On the train there were six
people.
There were two girls who, minus the black
eyes, looked like us. Maybe their hair was a
little shorter. Jimmy kept staring at one of
them. I could tell he was trying not to. She
got off at the next stop, even though I didn’t
think it was the one she wanted. Jimmy was
oblivious.
When the train emerged from the city loop
the sky was darkening with streaks of pink
exploding amongst endless blue and grey

BURNING RUBBER
By Monique Hore and David Hurley
-A massive tire fire, which sent a thick
black plume of toxic smoke high into
the sky above the city yesterday, could
burn for several days. People in
Melbourne’s north were warned to stay
indoors and shut windows.
[2] From The Herald Sun, Tuesday
January 12, 2016, page 7.
HE’S A HERO FOR EVER AND
EVER
By Cameron Adams
-Music pioneer David Bowie has died
of cancer, just two days after his 69th
birthday. Bowie’s publicist yesterday
announced the shock news that the
reclusive musician had lost an 18-month
battle with the disease.

....................................................................................................................................................................................................
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[3] From The Moreland Leader, Online
Edition.
HUMANS OF MORELAND
-When my dad died, Rebecca came to my
mum’s house and the next day we had to go
through the yellow pages to find a funeral
director. It was a very sad and surreal
moment. We laughed flipping through the
pages.

[6] From The Guardian, Wednesday
January 13, 2016

[4] From The Herald Sun, Tuesday January
12, 2016, page 3.
Hot Car Coffins
By Matt Johnson
-Children in deadly peril in hot cars are the
cause of an average of more than seven 000
calls a day, despite repeated warnings if the
danger and the threat of big new fines.
Worried Victorians seeing kids at risk are
made 225 such calls in the first month of
summer – up from 161 the year before.

By Mellissa Davey
- The Victorian ombudsman will
independently investigate the state’s
controversial public transport ticketing
system, myki, saying 80% of complaints
it receives from people about public
transport are related to fare enforcement.

Melbourne's myki
fare system under
investigation by
ombudsman

[7] From The Huffington Post, Friday
January 8, 2016
Cocky Man Uses Penis Doodle as His
Official Signature
By Ron Dicker
-You have to admire a man who’s
willing to put in writing that he’s a dick.
A law student in Australia has been
drawing a penis as his signature, the
Sydney Morning Herald reports. Jared
Hyams of Victoria has battles authorities
for five years for the right to use a
crudely drawn phallic doodle as his John
Hancock, the paper notes.

[5] From Facebook, Post from Jeremy
(Surname N/A) Wednesday January 13 at
12:46 p.m.
- “I’ve been eavesdropping on these two
old ladies in the bagel shop for the last ten
minutes and they’re the cutest things.
They’re talking about being old, sharing
prescription drugs, and refusing peoples
help BC they hate it.
25 Likes.

....................................................................................................................................................................................................
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By Pascal Ohlmann

....................................................................................................................................................................................................
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LONG PIG
By Cory O'Neile

Parker saw the stranger coming from all the way

The stranger wasn’t there on business. Parker could

down the drive.

tell from the way he walked, with a weary gait that

The sun was low in the sky, and the moon was

screamed of relief and exhaustion. He wanted

peeking down at the Earth with its crescent

respite. It happened occasionally; the city was a

glimmer. It reflected the light off the horizon, a

long way away. Sometimes the journey for

half-disc in the sky the same shade as the blood-

motorists turned wrong. Parker and his father

red of the dying day. Father always said that life

always made sure to give them good rest when they

was good on the farm. The city was too bright,

came.

too fast, and too dead. On the farm, life was

It took almost ten minutes for the stranger to reach

vibrant, he’d say. It was the only way a man

the house. On either side of the drive, stalks of cane

could live honestly and live fully. The farm

and wheat rose to the man’s shoulders. Harvesting

would always provide for you, if only you tend

time was nearly here.

its needs and take care of its threats.
20

Soon Parker and his father would reap

Anthony had a strong grip, but his hands

and collect their keep, just as they always

were fleshy and smooth. Parker released

did.

him. “It’s a long way to the city; Father

The man drew closer, and Parker set aside

always says he hates the drive. I’m sure

his tools and strode to the edge of the
drive, raising his hand as he did so in a

he’ll let you stay the night.”

form of greeting. The stranger returned it

Parker swung around, leaning back

with barely concealed weariness.
“Hey there, mate.”

slightly as he looked at the two-storey

Parker looked him up and down, and he

farmhouse. Two hundred metres behind it

tilted his head, smiling unblinkingly. “You

stood the old barn. “Come on, it’s getting

lost?”

dark. I was about to head in anyway.”

“You could say that,” said the man. A

He didn’t move. Anthony watched him

half-grimace was stretched across his

dully for a few seconds before nervously

mouth, and lifting his arm he shielded his

taking the lead, and Parker stepped into

eyes from the crimson sun, squinting.

place a few metres behind him, not taking

“Car broke down this morning, ‘bout ten

his eyes off the motorist. Father always

miles down the road. I’ve been walking

said that life was lonely on the farm.

for hours trying to find someone. Thought

“God, I’m exhausted,” said Anthony.

I’d have to sleep on the side of the road.

“I guess you don’t walk long distances

I’m Anthony.”

much,” said Parker, and Anthony laughed.

He extended his arm affably, and Parker

“Not at all.” He glanced sideways at

took it, introducing himself.

Parker’s legs. “What about you?”
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The farmer slapped his calves cheerily.

“In the morning I’ll take you back to your

“Plenty. It’s not easy out here, but it really

car and see if I can fix it. I’m good with

helps to get in a little extra exercise when

machines.”

we can. Father tries to run every day.”

“Thanks a bunch, mate. You got any

“Yeah?”

animals?”

“He always says his legs are his favourite

“To keep, or to eat?”

part of his body.”
Anthony chuckled. “I suppose I owe you
both a favour for letting me stay. Man,
you’re a lifesaver.”
Parker smiled, and Anthony’s expression
faltered slightly as he saw it. “No
problem,” the farmer said calmly.

Anthony looked at him. “Excuse me?”
“You’re not a vegetarian, are you?”
“No, no.” Anthony gestured with his
hands. “I mean do you have any animals
on this farm? To keep, I suppose.”
“A few.” Parker lifted an oil-stained hairy
army and pointed out over the fields to
their right. “We used to have pigs. Right
now it’s just cattle and some chickens.
For the produce, you know?”
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They reached the farmhouse, and Parker

cold on the farm. Although they had

kicked at the door to open it when it

electricity on the farm by means of a small

jammed in its frame. He showed Anthony

generator behind the house, Parker and his

into the spare bedroom. A low, dirty bed sat

father both disliked using it. The low-

in the corner, with an empty set of drawers

wattage bulb flickered, sending the

beside it. A lone candle sat atop. The sheet

occasional wash of shadow around the small

covering the bed was slightly yellowing.

kitchen.

Father always said that life was sparse on

Parker took his knife to the meat, stripping

the farm.

long white slivers from the bone, before

“You’re welcome to make yourself

slicing it into small squares. As more stars

comfortable,” said Parker, eyeing Anthony

blinked into light out the opaque window,

as he sunk consciously onto the sagging

the smell of a stew began to waft through the

bed. The farmer smiled. “I’ve gotta round

house. Anthony was in the living room,

up a few of my tools, but I’ll call you for

examining the walls when Parker came to

dinner. I’ll tell Father you’re here.”

announce dinner.

***

“You follow a religion?” Anthony suggested,

The darkness came quickly once the sun

gesturing towards the mantelpiece. On it sat

took its last breaths for the day and the stars

a statue of a cross, dull silver, with the

drew back the curtain of the sky. Parker

sculpture of a crucified figure nailed by its

shivered; Father always said that life was

arms to the frame. “Christianity, I’m
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guessing.”

Anthony’s face split into a wide grin as

“We say grace, if that’s what you mean,”

Parker carried them out to the table.

Parker said. He looked at the statue of Jesus.

“Ah, bloody hell, that smells good.” He

“Before every meal, and before we go to

looked around. “Is your father here to eat?”

bed. Father taught me when I was young

“Oh, he’s out in the barn,” said Parker,

that it was to show thanks for our harvest.

sitting down as well. “I went to see him

God makes our crops grow, so we give

before.”

thanks for that.”

Anthony frowned. “I see.” He began to eat,

“You got a bible?”

and Parker watched as he slowly chewed the

“Upstairs, by my bed. It never leaves the

first mouthful, staring intently at the wall.

room, and Father’s doesn’t leave his.”

He swallowed in approval, and took another

Anthony nodded and didn’t say anything

spoonful. “What’s in this?” Parker didn’t

more. He moved stiffly towards the rigid

answer; he was bowing his head. “Our Lord

table in the corner of the room and lowered

in Heaven,” he began. “Let us bless this

himself with a groan into one of its chairs,

food we’re about to eat. I pray that it is a

breathing heavily and leaning back with his

good harvest this year; we don’t want to

eyes closed.

move to the city, like Father thinks we may

Smiling, Parker moved back into the kitchen

have to do.

and scooped several ladle-fulls of soup into

I wouldn’t know what to do there. Let the

a chipped ceramic bowl, and then another.

crops grow tall and our animals fertile.
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they finished eating, swapping stories. Several
times the motorist seemed taken aback by life
on the farm, and Parker found himself
similarly repulsed by tales from the city.
“What happened to the pigs?” asked Anthony.
“What do you mean?”
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Anthony shrugged. “Well, you said earlier that

Thank you for this day, and for this food.” He

you have chickens, and cows, I think it was?

opened his eyes, and found Anthony looking

But you also said you used to have pigs. What

guiltily at his soup. “Amen. I’m sorry, what

happened to them?”

did you say?”

Parker smiled, and for a second his face

Anthony gestured helplessly towards the

looked like something out of a nightmare.

bowl. “What…what type of meat?”

Anthony blinked heavily, and shifted in his

It’s Father’s favourite meat,” Parker said, “and

seat.

a few ingredients from out there on the farm.

“Pork stores well in the winter.”

My grandfather’s recipe.”

Anthony went pale. “Oh. How long ago?”

“It’s delicious.”

Parker shrugged. “A few winters. If the crops

“Thank you. He loved cooking.” Crickets

don’t grow, sometimes we have no choice.

came alive out in the fields as the meal wore

They helped us through.”

on. Anthony was talkative, thought Parker as

“Winter’s coming again soon.”
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Parker nodded; of course he knew. Father

his eyes.

always said that life was risky on the farm.

“Mornin’,” he grimaced, looking as stiff as

“We’ll manage this time.” He stood. “Come

a board. Parker was amused; the pain was

on, it’s time to sleep. When it gets dark out

always greater the next day.

here, it’s time to go to bed. I’ll wake you up

“Good morning,” he said cheerfully. “Are

tomorrow and take you back to your car.”

you ready? I’ll take you back to your car

Anthony climbed to his feet, groaning loudly

and see what I can do, if you’d like.”

as his aching muscles stretched. “Sure thing.

Anthony blinked. “This early?”

Thanks a bunch again, mate.”

“It’s no problem. I’m sure you’re eager to

Parker shook his head. “It’s our pleasure.”

be on your way. But first, Father wants to

Anthony moved into his room and Parker

meet you. We don’t get much company out

followed closely, shutting the door behind

here, after all.”

the motorist as he lit the candle beside the

“Uh, sure,” Anthony responded, still

bed. Then Parker left the house, striding

stretching out his joints. He shook his arms.

through the darkness towards the barn.

“Where is he?”

Father wanted a word.

“The barn.”

***

They left the house. Anthony winced with a

When the sun rose, Parker was already

complaining moan as the piercing sunlight

rapping his knuckles on Anthony’s door. The

of the morning hit his eyes, and he stumbled

man answered blearily, rubbing sleep from

on knots and grass as they strolled together

....................................................................................................................................................................................................
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behind the house. A few hundred metres

It’s fine, just go in.”

away, the barn stood tall.

Anthony seemed caught. He turned and

“You’ll like my father,” said Parker as they

gazed longingly at the distant road, and

walked. “He always says meeting a new

Parker knew that suddenly he wanted

person is a road to a friendship.”

nothing more than to leave. The motorist
swayed and started to move away. “It’s okay.

“He sounds like he says a lot of interesting

Really. It’s a bad time, obviously.”

things.”

“It’s fine,” Parker said again, and closed his

Parker laughed haltingly. “He does.”

fingers on Anthony’s shoulder, gently

They reached the barn, and Parker pulled

shepherding him towards the barn. “Please.”

back a heavy iron bolt. Anthony tilted his

Anthony swallowed, and stepped into the

head, but when Parker nodded at him he

barn. Old hay sprinkled the dirt, criss-

grasped at the large hinged door and pulled

crossing and blanketing the ground to form a

it open.

spongy blanket covering the floor. The barn

Anthony choked, retching loudly, and

was almost in darkness. Candles were

stepped back. “Jesus Christ, what the hell is

positioned around the walls, casting a pink-

that stink?” He raised his hand and clamped

orange glow that barely illuminated the

it over his mouth and nose, and he started to

shadows. Large hay bales lined the barn

push the barn door closed.

walls, and set against the back was a dark

Parker caught it before it shut and tugged it

shape.

open wider. “Father gets busy in here,
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Parker stepped into the barn behind Anthony

hesitant at first, before escalating until it

and closed the door, cutting off the morning

was a primitive shriek. Anthony spun, eyes

light. The sound echoed around the interior

wild and rolling, fighting to move, to

and Anthony cringed. Parker smiled, and

escape. He held up his arms to shield

prodded him.

himself.

“Father,” he called.

Parker swung the heavy spade that he’d

Anthony stumbled forward in the gloom,

picked from the floor of the barn. Years

looking around with a jerky apprehension.

upon years of working in the fields had

After the brilliant morning sun, it took him a

made his arms and his back strong. The flat

few minutes to adjust to the darkness in the

scoop at the end of the wooden shaft

barn, to be able to see anything at all. Parker

smashed into Anthony and blood exploded

saw him squint at the far wall.

from his nose and cheeks and mouth with a

“What’s that?” The motorist’s voice

wet crunch. He went down in a heap.

reverberated slightly off the walls. There

Parker held his spade tightly in both hands

was a brief silence, and for a few seconds

and stepped closer. Anthony was spread

the only sound was Anthony’s unsteady,

limp on the dank hay of the barn floor,

shaky breathing. He moved closer, until he

twitching as blood trickled from his crushed

was less than ten feet from the shape on the

face. Then Parker lifted the spade over his

wall.

head and brought it down on the man’s

And then he screamed. It rose in his throat,

broken body, and then again, and yet
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another. He breathed calmly between each

on the head of the thick, iron nail sprouting

crunch, and soon flecks of blood spotted his

from his neck. Sunken eyes stared. His arms

neck and cheeks, but still he swung

were spread to each side, fixed to the barn

rhythmically, the toll of Anthony’s final rest

wall with more nails. Blood had dripped

resonating with each blow.

from the stumps that remained of his legs,
cut at the knees, and the wall and floor

When the crunches stopped, Anthony was

beneath him were soaked scarlet.

completely still. Parker’s fingers were
relaxed on the shaft of the spade, and he

“It’s nearly harvesting time,” Parker said

held it aloft in the air. A pink tongue lolled

proudly. “With Anthony’s help, we’ll bring

from the corner of his mouth and wet the

in enough to last us until next year. There’s

skin around his lips and under his nose.

no need to worry, Father.” He nodded

“I brought Anthony to see you, Father,” he

several times and walked calmly back to the

called. Parker cocked his head. It was

door of the barn. The smell of rotting meat

interesting listening to how his voice echoed

and fresh blood clung to the very straw

around the barn. “We don’t need to move to

beneath his feet, but he didn’t even notice.

the city now. We have another helper.” There

Strange scents always hung around a farm.

was no answer. Parker stepped over Anthony
and stood under the dark shape on the wall,
and looked up, listening intently. Father’s
mouth hung open and gaping, his jaw resting
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Father always said how the smells on a
farm were more vivid than the smells in
the city. And with Anthony to stay, he
wouldn’t have to go to the city for a
while.
The Winter would be long, but endurable.

Parker closed the barn door behind him.
Life was good on the farm.
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